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A Note on the Unsteady Cavity Flow in a 
The unsteady internal cuvitating .flow such as the o w  observed in a pump or a turbiw 
i s  studied for (1 simple two-dimer~ional model of a base-cavitating wedge i i z  a n  in- 
Jnite tunnel wrld it i s  shotun hour the ccavitafiun compliance can be calc.ulated using 
the /imurized free slreamline theory. Nurncrical values ure obtained for the limiting 
case of a free jet. Tuqo irnpvrdant feulures Me: b7ir8f, tk cwilution compliance i s  
fmlnd to be o,F comp1e.e form, having additwnd resistive and reactive terms beyond 
th4 purely inerliel oscillatio,t~ of the u)holc channel in "slug jlow." Second, the com- 
pliance has a strong &pednce  on frequency. 
Introduction 
LIQUID filled hydraulic sysberx, ofleu operate in 
+uch a, way that cavitat~on rnxy take place im one or more of the 
components of the system. Most often the cavitution will oscur 
in a pump or rr. tlirbino ns tho liquid velocity tlierc iq usually the 
greatest in these devices. Because of the bnsic unbteady charac- 
teristics of the revitation procebz itself, plus the prescrice of the 
piping walls, an unsteady internal cavity flow 3uch tts occurring 
in these devices is mure dificult t~ analyze than either a steridy 
flow in a chsrlnel or an unsteady flow in an infinite medium. 
For example, because of the dynarriics of the liquid motion it\ 
the piping of the p u p  or turbinc, it mr$y be possible for a syswm 
instability to occur. A good example of this kind of instrtbility 
is the thrust instability sometimes observed in liquid rocket 
engines which is due tu n coupling between the feed pump, the 
thrust of the e~lgirle, the eupportitig structure anti the n~ot~ion of 
the propellant in the ieed lines to the pump. Tbis kind of in- 
stability is described by the name "YOGO" ir~stnbility and has 
been a subject of considerable interest [l. 2, 31.1 
Typically in these work';, the two types of m5su1nptions ninde 
are the following. First, a psysive "compliance" is attributed 
to the presence of cavitation in the pump, that ib, the presence 
of cavitation is visudiaed h acting like R presuurized reservoir, 
arid numerical valum for the puniy cavitution conlpliarlcc are 
determined from dynamic experiments, or test sthnd firiugs, to 
make the uherved frequencies match the theoretical ones. 
Seco~~cl, the behavior of the pump during the unsteady mo- 
tions of the trmtnsient flows iy assumed to be quasi-stcady, 
-- 
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namely, the change in pump performatice parametera with flow 
rate and inlet pressure are assumed to be those which occur for 
steady state operation. This type of analyiis iq certainly the 
correct one for a first step, especially if the frequencies of oscilla- 
tion are sufficiently low. On the other hand, it should be pclinted 
out that the aforementioned illherent unsteadiness of ctlvitating 
flow:: is not taken into account. 
111 thir paper, we present how the dynatllic nnnlyais of unsteady 
internal cavihiting flows can be mnde using thc linearized free 
streamline theory arid thm boa- the theoretical values for 
cnvittrlion compliance could be obtained 
As a simple example, it  is instructive to consider the following 
model situstion in a water turlnel as a representative problem. 
Formulation and Solution of the Problem 
Consider a base-cavitating symmetrical wedge of unit leagth 
find a small half apex angle y placed in the rniddle of n two-di- 
rncnsiorlal tutlncl of height ah. The flow is assumed to be two- 
dimensiorlal, incornprexsible, invircid alld irrotationsl. The 
velocities up and downstream infinity are specified as U -t. 
Z,elwt and U $- i ipe14t ,  respectively, I: beitlg the steady velocity 
117,) jii,l 
and -, - < < I. The cavity pressure is ssurned to he a 
CT U 
given function of time orily. The cavity length will he assumed to 
be time jndcpenderrt, although we will tlllow the volunle of the 
cavity tr, vary with time. This assumption was employed by 
Ideelley [4] ill treating a problem of unsteady cavity flow in an 
infinite fluid. when we are only interested in the volume fluctua- 
tion of the cavity and not in the actual length of the cavity, as in 
the present problem, this squmption is certainly a reasonable 
one. In  this way, the unsteady flow and the steady flow become 
separable. The flow cor~figurstiori is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Sow, let 11s write the velocity vector a4 q = ( U  + 7 4 ,  o), where 
- 
I U '  I V '  < < I .  Then, retaillir~g only the terms of first order in u 1  v 
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Fig. 1 A simple model for unsteady internal cavitating flow 
IL, V ,  and y ,  we obtain the following linearized boundary condi- 
tions: 
v = 0 on the wall and on the real axis outside the cavity-body. 
v = yU on the upper wedge surface. 
L) = - y l J  on the lower wedge surface. 
u = ucb + gelu(t-z'u) on the cavity. 
The boundary couditfion on the cavity was obtained from, 
au au 
- -  + U - = 0 on the cavity, from which writing u = u,, + 
at ax 
k,elut where u,, is the steady velocity on the cavity, one obtains 
u = uC8 + @lw(f-zlu) where ;is an unknown constant. Assuming 
the cavity-body to be thin, we can write the boundary conditions 
on the linearized z-plane as in Fig. 2.  Because of the symmetry 
of the flow, only the upper-half portion of the flow field is con- 
sidered. The upper half of the flow can be mapped into the 
upper half of another plane ({-plane) by the transformation 
h 
z = - - log ({ - 1) + ih  
1F 
(1) 
Fig. 2 Linearized boundary conditions for velocity components in 
z-plane 
C - plane 
Fig. 3 Boundary conditions in the upper half of the transformed 
plane 
where 
As { -+ I, we must have G -t 7%. This condition gives 
The end of the cavity maps into (8, 0) in the (-plane where The relation between the pressure and velocity up and down- 
. - - - 
h stream infinity may be obtained from this solution which will in 
1 = - - log (1 - S). Fig. 3 shows the appropriate boundary 
n- turn ultimately enable us to calculate the cavitation compliance. 
conditions in the {-plane. If we write w = 
- iv = w,({) + From the linearized Euler's equation, it  is easy to find that 
G({)el"t where w,(f) is the steady complex velocity, we obtain p --, - j o p i i l x e ~ " ~  cle7ut + 
the following boundary values for .ii and C(G = .ii - ii7) along 
the real axis of the {-plane: a s x *  - Q ) .  
Here, $1 may be thought of as the residual pressure fluctuation 
in addition to that of the oscillation of the channel fluid as a 
"slug." p., is the steady pressure a t  infinity. Similarly, for the 
downstream pressure, 
- 
u = 0, .$ > s. p -+ - jwp.ii2xejwt + cne'"' + pam 
Th~s ii a mixed-type Hilbert boundary value problem and the 
ass - ,  f a. 
solution is obtained following the methods described in references 
151 or 161 . The solution is found t o  be I t  is desirable to find the relation between (51, $2) and (;I, G1) 
as this is the essential additive dynamic effect to the system. For 
S -  f (1 - ( ) l o  d j  + i,) (2) this purpose, Let us integrate the linearized Euler's equation 
along the upper wall, obtaining 
f l  = dimensionless frequency, 
g = unsteady part of .the s-velocity 
on the cavity 
h = half height of the tunnel 
i = unit imaginary number with re- 
spect to space, i j  # - 1 
j = unit imaginary number with re- 
spect to time, ij Z - 1 
1 = length of the cavity 
p = pressure 
PI, pl = residual oscillatory pressure a t  
up arid downstream infinity, 
respectively 
- 
R = - - -  - nondimensionalized 
P UUl 
residual pressure difference 
between free surface and up- 
stream infinity for a free jet 
p = density of the fluid 
t = time 
U = steady velocity a t  infinity 
GI, Uq = unsteady part of the velocity 
a t  up and downstream infini- 
ty, respectively 
u, v = small perturbation velocities in 
the s and y-direction, re- 
spectively 
6, C = unsteady parts of u and v, re- 
spectively 
w = u-iv, complex velocity 
w = angular velocity 
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Similarly, integrating the Euler's equat,ion along the real axis 
results in 
where a is the cavitation number defined by 
Equations (4) and (5) give the desired relati011 between (?I, 
and (GI, Ce). 
Llmtting Case. A simple situation is obtained when the flow 
becomes choked. In  this case, the cavity extends to downstream 
infinity and thus i t  corresponds to a free jet emanating from s 
channel. Practically, we must have f i e  = 0 for a free jet, but we 
will retain this term throughout for the purpose of generality. 
-i%r 
The unsteady velocity on the free surface is Fe u and will prop- 
agate downstream so that i l 2  is indeterminat,e in this example. 
-ioz 
e hat is, we will have G2 a: i e  u as x 3 + OD. 
For this choked limit, S + 1 and the solution becomes 
where 
Uiil 
is a beta function. We also have g" = - R *  
For the simplest case of y + 0, a will also approach zero and 
equation (5) now becomes 
F c  - 51 
- -  
d 
= 5 $ '  log (1 - [) - 
pUC1 at  
Fig. 4 Vector diagram for R as a function of j3 
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F d  - 231 For this free jet case, some numerical values of R = - 
pUii1 
are calculated from equation (6) and the vector diagram is given 
as a function of @ in Fig. 4. The corresponding numerical values 
are tabulated in the Appendix. 
As a demonstration of how to apply R to a practical problem, 
let us consider the example illustrated in Fig. 5. Here, we have 
an unsteady free jet coming out of a long channel of length L 
and height 2h. The upstream end of the channel is connected to 
a very large reservoir and the pressure on the free surface of the 
reservoir is given together with the pressure on the free jet. 
Our task is to find the fluctuating velocity iil in the channel as a 
function of frequency. 
Since L > > 2h, we may approximate p ~ ( t )  E p ~ ,  + jLpwiileiUt 
+ fiAeiUt, where the subscript A denotes the junction between 
the reservoir and the tunnel and pn, is the steady pressure there. 
The Bernoulli's equation between the reservoir and the point 
A can be written 
where yo is the elevation of the reservoir surface relative to the 
channel and cp is the velocity potential. Extracting the unsteady 
part, retaining the linear terms, only and introducing the "ef- 
fective length" LO such that 
we may write 
or, using 
and solving for GI, we obtain 
For R = 0, namely f i ,  = FA, one obtains 
which will just be the case when the channel flow and the free 
Fig. 5 A jet flow emanating from a long channel connected to a 
large reservoir 
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jet are thought of as being :t "slug." Therefore, R is Clearly 
seen t o  be a measure of the residual dynamic effect added to the 
oscillation of the channel flow as a &lug. This residual effect is 
small when the frequency of oscillation is 10%. For a numerical 
example of the case of jjC - 0, $0 = 2 percent of the ~tmospheric 
pr&,,rsure, Lo = 10 ft, p = 62.4 lhjfts, U = 30 ft/sec, h 1 0.5 ft, 
it can be shown that the difference i n  values of iil with and 
without the residual effect is lees that) 2 percent* for values of 
j3 up t o  0.1 which roughly corresponds to a frequency w of 20 
cycles/sec. 
Concluding Remarks 
- - i l z  Since the c m t y  compliance is proportional to '_f__- 
$1 -- bc 12. 71 
it. i~ o b v i o i ~ ~  that the cavity compliance must have n complex 
- -51 form because R a 'L is found ta he complex. For the 
n, 
special case of the choked cavity treated al>ave, a type of com- 
pliance eimilttr to that  of refercrtce [7] cRn be defined in terms of 
R as 
except. that the fluctuating d o w ~ ~ ~ t r c s m  term iit i s  deleted. 
The usefulness of It or K* above is that it  permltfi one to 
make dynamic analyres of untjteady flow in chantkels terrtiiriating 
in a free jet. Its importance in the present problen~ is that it i.: 
complex: that is, the additional dynamic response bryoild the 
purely inertial oscillatior~ of the whole charlnel in "hlug flow" 
has resiritive and reactive terms. Anotl~er i~nportarice iq that 
i t  shows a strong dependence 011 frequetlcy. 
Thi? leads us to beliove that thc currespunding emcade prob- 
lem which nlodelr the ttctui~l cavitnting inducer will have H, 
similar frequency dependent compliance which we anticipate to 
be cornplex The cascade problem is esr;entially not different 
from the channel flow problenl and is also currently u~lder study 
by the authors using a similar analysis to the one presented here. 
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